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Oraciones escindidas y foco en maya yucateco
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Abstract

yucatec Maya (Mayan, Mexico) shows a number of focus constructions where 
foci appear to the left of the verb, similarly to what has been observed in languages 
like Hungarian. There has been extensive debate in yucatec specifically, and in 
Mayan languages in general, as to whether or not these focus constructions are 
clefts. This paper contributes to this ongoing debate by presenting four new types 
of evidence that point to the conclusion that focus constructions in yucatec are not 
clefts. The evidence presented here indicates that monoclausal focus constructions 
and clefts are different with respect to (i) the obligatory nature of agent focus mor-
phology; (ii) the possibility of inversion; (iii) the possibility of having a negative 
pronoun as the focus, and; (iv) the possibility of having verb focus constructions.
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Resumen

En maya yucateco (maya, México) se observa un conjunto de construcciones de 
foco en las que los constituyentes focalizados aparecen a la izquierda del verbo, 
de manera similar a como se ha observado en otras lenguas como el húngaro. 
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Tanto para el maya yucateco en específico, como para las lenguas mayas en 
general, existe un intenso debate respecto a si estas construcciones son oraciones 
escindidas. Este trabajo contribuye al debate en cuestión presentando cuatro 
nuevos tipos de evidencia que apuntan a que las construcciones de foco en maya 
yucateco no son oraciones escindidas. La evidencia que aquí se presenta muestra 
que las construcciones de foco monoclausales y las oraciones escindidas son dife-
rentes en cuanto a (i) el carácter obligatorio de la morfología de foco de agente; 
(ii) la posibilidad de mostrar inversión; (iii) la posibilidad de que un pronombre 
negativo funcione como foco y, (iv) la posibilidad de mostrar construcciones de 
foco de verbo.

Palabras clave: maya yucateco, lenguas mayas, foco, oraciones escindidas, es-
tructura de la información

1. Introduction

yucatec Maya (the Mayan language spoken in the yucatan Peninsula, 
Mexico, and parts of Belize; iso code: yua), like other Mayan languages, 
shows movement of a focused constituent to the left edge of the clause, 
as illustrated in the following examples:1

(1) [FOC Leti’ ] kíin-s-ej-ø.
  3.sg die.af-caus-irr-abs.3sg
 ‘He killed him.’ (mdg-b: 26)

1 All yucatec examples are presented according to the 1984 orthographic conventions of 
the Academia de la Lengua Maya de yucatán and so they do not necessarily reflect their pho-
netic form accurately. In this orthographical system, symbols have their expected values except 
for ch=[tʃ], j=[h], x=[ ʃ], and ‘=[Ɂ].
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(2) [FOC Leti’] k-u y-awat.

  3.sg hab-erg.3 ep-shout
 ‘He is the one that screams.’ (mdg-b: 65)

It has been widely debated in the literature on focus in Mayan lan-
guages whether these constructions are monoclausal focus construc-
tions (like those of Hungarian, for instance: Kiss 1998) or clefts. In a 
recent paper, however, Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015) present strong 
evidence that focus constructions in yucatec like (1) and (2) are not 
clefts. The gist of the argumentation presented by these authors is that 
(a) there is a different set of focus constructions that are unquestion-
ably clefts, and (b) these cleft constructions behave differently from 
focus constructions like (1) and (2). Following this line of argumenta-
tion, in this paper I present a new set of data that further supports the 
conclusion that focus constructions like the ones above are not clefts. 
Along with the diagnostics originally identified in Verhoeven & Skope-
teas (2015), the ones I propose here add up to a considerable battery 
of tests that can be applied to focus constructions in other Mayan lan-
guages in order to determine whether they constitute ordinary mono-
clausal focus constructions or clefts. 

Before proceeding any further, it is necessary to address an impor-
tant terminological issue.2 Simplifying somewhat, in purely descriptive 
and typological terms a cleft is a biclausal copular construction consist-
ing minimally of an informationally relevant constituent (the clefted 

2 I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for detailed discussion of this point.
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constituent) and some form of reduced relative clause (the extra-focal 
clause). Crosslinguistic variation with respect to this minimal structure, 
of course, is widely reported in the literature. For instance, besides these 
two elements, English clefts show an overt copula and an imperson-
al pronoun it; clefts in Spanish have an overt copula but no  impersonal 
pronoun, etc. In the theoretical literature, though, the term cleft has a 
much more specific meaning, namely, clefts are understood as structures 
of this type, but which furthermore show a number of characteristic 
properties not attested in other copular constructions (the best known of 
which are connectivity effects with respect to anaphor binding; see Reeve 
2012: chapter 2 for a recent overview of these properties and relevant 
references). There is yet no description or analysis of these fine-grained 
properties in the constructions that are labeled as clefts throughout the 
literature on yucatec, and it is not the purpose of this paper to provide 
such a description and analysis. As such, in order to highlight that there 
is no implication that the yucatec structures analyzed here have any or 
all of the characteristic properties of clefts in English and other familiar 
languages, in what follows I use the cover term cleft construction, and not 
cleft, to refer to these constructions.

The same point can be made about the term pseudo-cleft. In purely 
descriptive terms, a pseudo-cleft can be defined as a copular construction 
where one of the arguments of the copula is (typically) a wh-clause (as in 
den Dikken 2006: 309–310). However, in the theoretical literature the 
term pseudo-cleft is most often used to refer specifically to specificational 
pseudo-clefts (broadly speaking, pseudo-clefts where the clefted constit-
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uent characteristically is a focus).3 The distinction is important because, 
as is well known, specificational pseudo-clefts have a number of prop-
erties that make them different from similar copular constructions (i.e. 
again, connectivity effects with respect to binding of anaphora, case, etc.; 
see den Dikken 2006 for a thorough survey of these properties and rel-
evant references). In what follows, I provide a description and analysis 
of a number of cleft constructions in yucatec that on the first approxi-
mation would appear to be pseudo-clefts. However, just as with regular 
cleft constructions, at this point I make no claim that these constructions 
have the properties characteristic of pseudo-clefts in English, Spanish, 
and related languages. In order to refer to these constructions without 
any implication about the presence of these properties, I use the cover 
term wh-cleft construction instead of pseudo-cleft. Future research will be 
necessary to determine whether the term pseudo-cleft is an appropriate 
label or not for the yucatec wh-cleft constructions analyzed in this paper.

Having made this terminological clarification, the remainder of the 
paper is organized as follows: in section §2, I describe the basic properties 
of focus constructions in yucatec, and I present a brief outline of their 
two possible analyses (i.e. as monoclausal constructions or as biclausal 
cleft constructions). In section §3, I provide a basic description of cleft 
constructions in yucatec, including wh-cleft constructions, which have 
not been previously described for this language but which play an impor-
tant role in my argumentation. In section §4, I present the comparison 

3 This usage may not be entirely accurate, since there are some pseudo-clefts that are not 
specificational, as discussed in den Dikken (2006). 
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between cleft constructions and ordinary focus constructions, which 
points to the conclusion that ordinary focus constructions are not cleft 
constructions, and in section §5, I present my conclusions.

2. Focus constructions in yucatec

2.1. Preliminary description

yucatec Maya is a strictly head-marking language that displays mostly 
nominative-accusative syntax, but has an ergative-absolutive cross-ref-
erencing system that is split on the basis of mood and aspect, as is well 
known. Most clauses in yucatec consist minimally of the verb and a pro-
clitic (glossed erg) cross-referencing the transitive subject of the verb. 
The main verb in turn displays a series of suffixes (glossed abs) that 
agree with the object, and also with intransitive subjects in the moods 
and aspects where the ergative-absolutive cross-referencing system is 
observed. It should be noted that, because of split ergativity, not every 
instantiation of a pronominal element labeled as erg and abs necessari-
ly bears an ergative or absolutive grammatical relation. Most of the time, 
the ergative proclitic is also preceded by an auxiliary. This minimal struc-
ture is shown in (3).

(3) K-in w-il-ik-ech. 
 hab-erg.1sg ep-see-ind-abs.2sg
 ‘I see you.’
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Argumental phrases appear to the left and right of this basic struc-
ture. The precise characterization of word order in yucatec, however, is 
still an ongoing debate. It is widely agreed that the unmarked word order 
of intransitive clauses is VS, but whereas some works describe the basic 
word order of transitive clauses as VOS (Skopeteas & Verhoeven 2005; 
2009b; 2009a; 2012), other works argue that SVO is the unmarked word 
order in this case (Durbin & Ojeda 1978; Hofling 1984; Briceño Chel 
2002; Gutiérrez-Bravo & Monforte 2010). Here I adopt the latter anal-
ysis; this assumption does not have any consequences for the analysis of 
focus that follows.

2.2. Focus constructions

As mentioned, focus constructions in yucatec have been widely analyzed 
in the literature, as in Bricker (1979), Bohnemeyer (2002), Tonhauser 
(2003), Verhoeven (2007), Skopeteas & Verhoeven (2012), Lehmann 
(2008), Gutiérrez-Bravo & Monforte (2011), AnderBois (2012), Vap-
narsky (2013), Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015), to mention just the most 
important references. Here I only present a basic description of this phe-
nomenon. The two properties of focus constructions that will be crucial 
for the analysis presented in what follows are that (a) narrow contrastive 
foci surface in the position immediately to the left of the auxiliary (or 
immediately to the left of the verb, when there is no auxiliary),4 and (b) 

4 It is often observed in the literature (specially Tonhauser 2003, and Verhoeven & Skope-
teas 2015) that “contrastive” is probably too narrow a definition for the kind of foci that can 
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when the focus is a transitive subject, a special form of the verb (known 
in Mayan linguistics as agent focus) is observed. The following examples 
illustrate these two properties. In (4), the direct object is displaced from 
its canonical post-verbal position to the position immediately to the left 
of the auxiliary. In (5), focus on the transitive subject triggers the agent 
focus form of the verb, which in yucatec is mostly characterized by the 
absence of both an auxiliary and the ergative proclitic cross-referenc-
ing the subject. For further details on the agent focus construction in 
yucatec, I refer the reader to the texts cited above.

(4) Tumen to’on-e’ [FOC maaya ] k
 because 1.pl-top  Maya hab.erg.1.pl
 t’an-ik-ø.
 speak-ind-abs.3sg
 ‘Because we, we speak Maya.’ (mtk: 63)

(5) [FOC Leti’] kíin-s-ej-ø.
  3.sg die.af-caus-irr-abs.3sg
 ‘He killed him.’ (mdg-b: 26)

As mentioned in the introduction, it has been intensely debat-
ed whether these constructions are monoclausal focus constructions 
or cleft constructions. The proponents of the monoclausal analysis 

appear in the preverbal position in yucatec. A better characterization is arguably to describe 
them as strong foci according to the scale in Féry (2013: 690).
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(Lehmann 1998; Skopeteas & Verhoeven 2012; Gutiérrez-Bravo & 
Monforte 2011) propose that there is a specific (and unique) position 
inside the clause which is reserved for the focus when there is one. 
These analyses very often follow the monoclausal analysis of Tzotzil 
focus constructions in Aissen (1992), whose defining characteristic is 
that the focus occupies the specifier position of the functional projec-
tion that is immediately above the verbal layer of the clause (see, for 
instance, Skopeteas & Verhoeven 2012). In what follows, I adopt the 
basics of this analysis, although with a more elaborate functional layer 
than the one in Aissen (1992). 

My basic assumptions about the clause structure of these examples are 
the following, where I use example (2), repeated here as (6a), for illustra-
tion: (a) the aspect auxiliary (yaan, k, etc.) is the head of an aspect/mood 
phrase AspM-P, which is basically equivalent to TP in other languages 
(yucatec is a tenseless language, as is well known: see for instance Boh-
nemeyer 2002); (b) the ergative proclitic that is coreferential with the 
subject is the head of a Subject Agreement Phrase (AgrS-P); (c) there is 
no verb movement in yucatec, so the verb always surfaces inside the VP: 
vP is omitted for brevity:

(6) a. [FOC Leti’] k-u y-awat.

   3.sg hab-erg.3 ep-shout
  ‘He is the one that screams.’
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 b.  AspM-P

  DP  AspM’

  leti’ k AgrS-P

 u VP

 yawat

The alternative to this analysis is to consider focus constructions to 
be cleft constructions (Bricker 1979; Bohnemeyer 2002: 116–129; Boh-
nemeyer 2009; Tonhauser 2003; Vapnarsky 2013). In these analyses, 
the focused constituent is taken to be a predicate, and the material that 
appears to the right of the focus is taken to be the extra-focal clause char-
acteristic of cleft constructions. For the most part, these analyses are not 
explicit about further details of the syntax of these constructions, with 
the exception of Tonhauser (2003), who proposes the structure in (7a). 
For the purposes of the discussion that follows, here I assume the null-
copula structure in (7b) to be the predicative structure characteristic of 
cleft constructions. I myself adopt a similar (albeit more detailed) struc-
ture for true cleft constructions in (29).5

5 The analysis in Tonhauser (2003) might be amenable to an analysis of cleft construc-
tions in yucatec as monoclausal cleft constructions, which can be found in some languages 
such as Wolof (Torrence 2013; cf. also Haegeman et al. 2014: 274). However, it is unclear 
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(7) a.   Focus Construction  b.  XP

   Pred-P  [verbal clause]  yP  X’

    Tonhauser (2003)   focus X  ZP

        [cop]  [extra-focal clause]

2.3. Focus constructions versus cleft constructions

Recently, new light has been shed on this debate by the analysis in Ver-
hoeven & Skopeteas (2015). This analysis aims at solving the debate 
regarding the nature of focus constructions in yucatec by looking at 
constructions that are uncontroversially cleft constructions and com-
paring them with the focus constructions illustrated above. The result 
is that focus constructions are different from true cleft constructions 
with respect to the following four properties: (a) the focus must show 
agreement with the verb in ordinary focus constructions (modulo agent 
focus), but not in cleft constructions; (b) a focused subject binding a 
reflexive pronoun must have the exact same features as the reflexive pro-
noun in ordinary focus constructions but not in cleft constructions; (c) 
the interrogative particle wáaj which was previously assumed to be able 
to attach only to predicates (i.e. Tonhauser 2003) such as a clefted argu-

to me if this kind of monoclausal analysis is the analysis that is being advocated for in Ton-
hauser (2003).
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ment (and foci like those in 4 and 5), is shown not to be a predicate-final 
particle; and (d) the focused XP of regular focus constructions is com-
patible with additive and scalar focus operators (xan ‘also’, and tak ‘even’, 
respectively: cf. Krifka 2007), but the focused XP of cleft constructions 
is not. Summing up, very specific syntactic evidence is provided by these 
authors that points to the conclusion that regular focus constructions are 
not cleft constructions in this Mayan language.

Taking the central idea in Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015) as a starting 
point, in this paper I appeal to the same methodology, i.e. constructions 
that are uncontroversially biclausal cleft constructions are compared with 
ordinary focus constructions to see if they display other differences apart 
from those already identified by these authors. The results are presented 
in what follows, where I provide evidence that there are four further dif-
ferences between ordinary focus constructions and cleft constructions: 
consequently, my analysis provides further support for the monoclausal 
analysis of the focus constructions illustrated so far.

3. Cleft constructions in yucatec Maya

3.1. Preliminary description

Although some observations about the properties of cleft constructions in 
yucatec have been made in works like Tonhauser (2003), Skopeteas & Ver-
hoeven (2012), and Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015), as previously mentioned 
there is still no detailed description of cleft constructions in this language. 
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In this section I attempt to provide a starting point for such a description by 
giving a general overview of the properties of cleft constructions in yucatec. 
yucatec does not have a copula, and so (pre-theoretically, at least) cleft con-
structions in this language can be understood as a clefted constituent that 
appears with a headless relative clause (rc: the extra-focal clause). To illus-
trate the properties of these headless relative constructions, it is worth look-
ing briefly at the properties of headed relative clauses. yucatec has two basic 
kinds of relative clause, which in typological terminology correspond to gap 
relative clauses, and pronominal relative clauses, which show a fronted rel-
ative pronoun (máax ‘who’, ba’ax ‘what’, tu’ux ‘where’, or bix ‘how’). These 
two kinds of relative clause are exemplified in (8) and (9), respectively. In (8), 
the underscore represents the canonical position of the relativized argument.

(8) Jun túul jmeen [RC
 ____ k-u meen-t-ik-ø

 one clas priest hab-erg.3 do-trns-ind-abs.3sg
 waajilkool].
 ceremony.cornfield
 ‘A priest that performs the cornfield ceremony.’ (mdg-b: 61)

(9) Le lu’um [RC tu’ux ken a pak’-ø xan]=o’.
 dem soil where pros erg.2 sow-abs.3sg also=cl
 ‘The soil where you’re going to sow it too.’ (mdg-b: 224)

As can be seen in these examples, relative clauses in yucatec are nev-
er introduced by a complementizer, and they do not have any mor-
phology that makes them different from matrix or other subordinate 
clauses. However, in many cases they can be identified as relative 
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clauses because they are bracketed by the deictic clitics (=o’, in these 
 examples) which obligatorily appear in the presence of the demonstra-
tive le, and which attach to the right edge of the nominal expression.6 
As such, the presence of these clitics in the examples above indicates that 
the  relative clause is embedded inside the DP headed by le.

Simplifying somewhat, there are basically two different kinds of head-
less relatives in yucatec. In the first kind, the head noun characteristic of 
headed relatives is absent, but the headless relative still shows the demon-
strative determiner le (as in 10 and 11). In the second kind of headless 
relative, both the head noun and all the possible pronominal modifiers 
are absent altogether. In this latter case, when the corresponding relative 
clause is a pronominal relative clause, the result is a free relative clause, 
as in (12).7 In these examples the underscore corresponds to the posi-
tion of the omitted nominal head.

(10) Pero bey túun le _____ [RC k-u y-a’al-a’a-l ]=o’…
 but thus then dem  hab-erg.3 ep-say-pass-ind=cl
 ‘But what was said like that (was that…)’ (mdg-b: 50)

6 For a detailed description of the behavior of these deictic clitics, see specially Hanks 
(1990). For a detailed description of relative clauses in yucatec, see Gutiérrez-Bravo (2012), 
Gutiérrez-Bravo (2013), and Gutiérrez-Bravo (2015a).

7 Here I am adopting the definition of free relative clauses in Caponigro (2004). For the 
distinction between headless relative clauses and free relative clauses, see Gutiérrez-Bravo 
(2013).
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(11) Le _____ [RC tu’ux ts’-u yáax máan le meyaj]=o’.
 dem where term-erg.3 first pass dem work=cl
 ‘The (place) where the work had already happened first.’ (mdg-b: 105)

(12) yaan-ø   _____ [RC máax k’am-ik-ø].
 ex-abs.3sg who receive.af-ind-abs.3sg 
 ‘There were those who received it.’ (mdg-b: 108)

Returning now to the specific properties of cleft constructions in 
yucatec, these are built with an XP that typically functions as a focus 
plus any of the different kinds of headless relatives (i.e. the extra-focal 
clause) illustrated above.8 This is shown in the following examples. In 
(13) the headless relative clause of the cleft is a gap relative clause, where-
as in (14) the headless relative is a pronominal relative clause. Observe 
that in (13) the verb of the headless relative shows agreement with the 
clefted constituent (the second person pronoun), and not default third 
person agreement.9 This agreement pattern (which may possibly be con-
sidered a particular type of connectivity effect) would appear to be some-

8 As discussed in Gutiérrez-Bravo (2013) and Gutiérrez-Bravo (2015a), all headless rela-
tives in yucatec are ultimately embedded under either an NP or a DP node. This point, 
however, is tangential to the argumentation developed in what follows, since the crucial 
property of (13–14) that makes them different from regular focus constructions like (6) is 
that (13–14) are biclausal structures.

9 See also (34) and (35) below. The elicited data in Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015: 12) 
show that third person agreement is also possible these constructions.
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what unusual, but has also been reported for numerous kinds of clefts in 
European and Brazilian Portuguese (Kato & Ribeiro 2009: 131–133).

(13) Teech [le ____ t-a tóok-en=e’].
 2.sg  dem cp-erg.2 burn-abs.1sg=cl
 ‘you are the one that burned me.’ (mtk: 23)

(14) Leti’ [le ba’ax uts-ø t-in w-ich=e’]…
 3.sg  dem what good-abs.3sg prep-erg.1sg ep-eye=cl
 ‘That is what I like (lit. what is good to my eyes).’ (mdg-b: 177)

From the perspective of a language like English it might seem odd 
that the extra-focal clause is introduced by a determiner, but this is (for 
instance) what is observed in Spanish clefts too, with the difference that 
Spanish has a copula and yucatec does not.

(15) a. Karina es [la que resolvió la
  Karina be.pres.3sg the.fem that solve.pst.3sg the.fem
  ecuación].
  equation
  ‘It is Karina that solved the equation.’

 b. [Lo que necesitamos] es más tiempo.
  the.neut that need.pres.1pl be.pres.3sg more time
  ‘What we need is more time.’
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yucatec cleft constructions where the headless relative is a gap relative 
like (13) are described in Tonhauser (2003) and Verhoeven & Skopeteas 
(2015). Cleft constructions where the headless relative is a pronominal 
relative clause (i.e. wh-cleft constructions) have not yet been described 
for this language, an issue which I address in the following section.

3.2. Wh-cleft constructions

Following Baker (1989), Heycock & Kroch (1999), Huddleston & 
Pullum (2005), and Hartmann & Veenstra (2013), I take wh-cleft 
constructions to be cleft constructions where the headless relative that 
functions as the extra-focal clause is a headless relative with a wh-pro-
noun, and not a gap relative, as in the following examples of pseudo-
clefts from English (16) and Spanish (17).

(16) [What we need] is more time. (Huddleston & Pullum 2005: 254)

(17) Newton fue [quien inventó el
 Newton be.pst.3sg  who invent.pst.3sg the.masc
 cálculo].
 calculus
 ‘It was Newton who invented calculus.’

Definitions of English pseudo-clefts usually also further specify that 
pseudo-clefts lack the expletive pronominal it characteristic of it-clefts, so 
the English translation of the example (17) is not an English  pseudo-cleft 
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in these definitions.10 However, this specific part of the definition of 
 wh-cleft constructions is not relevant for yucatec, which lacks expletives 
altogether. Wh-cleft constructions are readily observed in yucatec, and 
(14) in fact is an example of this kind of cleft construction. More exam-
ples of yucatec wh-cleft constructions are presented below.

(18) …wa k’aas [ba’ax t-u beet-ø]=i’.
  or bad  what cp-erg.3 do-abs.3sg=cl
 ‘… Or whether what he did was something bad.’ (mdg-b: 294)

(19) Chéen jun túul kéej [le ba’ax t-a 
 just one clas deer  dem what cp-erg.2
 w-il-aj-ø ich k’áax=o’].
 ep-see-prf-abs.3sg in jungle=cl
 ‘What you saw in the jungle was just a deer.’

(20) A suku’un [le máax a’al-ø teen lel=o’].
 erg.2 big.brother  dem who say.af-abs.3sg 1.sg dem=cl
 ‘It was your big brother who told me that.’

Just like regular cleft constructions (Verhoeven & Skopeteas 2015), 
wh-cleft constructions have the unmarked word order focus-[extra-focal 
clause], which can be observed in the examples above. Also, as can be 

10 Cleft sentences are not necessarily translated from one language into another as the 
same kind of cleft. For instance the Spanish equivalent in (15b) of the pseudo-cleft in (16) is 
not a pseudo-cleft because the headless relative functioning as the extra-focal clause is not a 
pronominal relative. Hence the free translation of the examples presented in what follows is 
not indicative of the specific kind of cleft illustrated in the yucatec examples.
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seen with these examples, the headless relative functioning as the extra-
focal clause can be either a free relative, or a pronominal headless relative 
introduced by le. However, elicitation shows that wh-cleft constructions 
with free relatives like (18) have a more restricted distribution. In the fol-
lowing examples it is shown that speakers mostly reject the equivalents 
of (18) and (20) if the headless relative is not introduced by le.

(21) *Chéen jun túul kéej [ba’ax t-a w-il-aj-ø
  just one clas deer  what cp-erg.2 ep-see-prf-abs.3sg
 ich k’áax].
 in jungle

(22) *A suku’un [máax a’al-ø teen lel=o’].
 erg.2 big.brother  who say.af-abs.3sg 1.sg dem=cl

As noted by a reviewer, the unacceptability of the examples above 
might be directly related to the informational structure properties of 
the wh-cleft construction as a whole. In the standard case, the wh-
clause of wh-cleft construction expresses old information (den Dik-
ken 2006), or (more precisely) presupposed material (Prince 1978; 
see also Heycock & Kroch 2002: 149–150). When the wh-clause is 
introduced by the demonstrative le, as in (19) and (20), it is transpar-
ent that it corresponds to presupposed information. It may then be 
the case that the absence of le makes the corresponding constructions 
infelicitous unless the presupposed nature of the wh-clause is provid-
ed by the preceding discourse, which is presumably what happens in 
the text example in (18).
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Now, a property regularly found in (specificational) wh-cleft con-
structions is their word order flexibility. For instance, English pseudo-
clefts can show an inverted or reversed order, where the focus precedes 
the extra-focal clause, as in (23).11

(23) More time is [what we need]. (Huddleston & Pullum 2005: 254)

Wh-cleft constructions in yucatec also have this property. In yucatec 
reversed wh-cleft constructions, the headless relative comes first and the 
focus follows. In texts, the focus of reversed wh-cleft constructions is typ-
ically a complete clause, as in (24), but examples can be found in which 
the focus is a smaller XP, like the NP in (25).

(24) Ba’ax úuch-ø-e’ [FOC teen okol-t-ø u 
 what happen-abs.3sg-top 1.sg steal.af-trns-abs.3sg erg.3
 y-o’och waaj in suku’un=o’].
 ep-clas tortilla erg.1sg big.brother=cl
 ‘What happened was [FOC that I stole my big brother’s tortilla].’ 

(May 2011:66)

(25) Le ba’ax t-a yáax il-aj-ø k-a 
 dem what cp-erg.2 first see-prf-abs.3sg hab-erg.2
 w-a’al-ik-ø=o’ [FOC J-wa’apáach’].
 ep-say-ind-abs.3sg=cl masc-giant
 ‘What you say you saw first is the giant.’ (Sánchez: 62)

11 Reversed here and henceforth simply means the opposite of the unmarked word order.
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Observe that the clefted constituent in these cases is still a focus, 
which is different from what is characteristically observed in English 
reversed pseudo-clefts (Heycock & Kroch 2002). Now, just like regu-
lar wh-cleft constructions, reversed wh-cleft constructions have a more 
limited distribution and in elicitation they are often not accepted by 
speakers when the headless relative clause is not introduced by the 
demonstrative le, although speakers do accept some examples like (28). 
Again, it is likely that the elicited examples without le are not acceptable 
because they fail to signal the wh-clause as presupposed information.12

(26) *[Ba’ax t-a w-il-aj-ø ich k’áax]-e’, chéen
   what cp-erg.2 ep-see-prf-abs.3sg in jungle-top just
   jun túul kéej.
   one clas deer
   (‘What you saw in the jungle was just a deer.’)

(27) *[Máax a’al teen lel=o’], a suku’un.
   who say.af-abs.3sg 1.sg dem=cl erg.2 big.brother
   (‘It was your big brother who told me that.’)

(28) [Máax ts’on jun túul le kéej=e’], in
  who shoot.af-abs.3sg one clas dem deer=cl erg.1sg
 suku’un.
 big.brother
 ‘It was my big brother who shot a deer.’

12 In this case, however, it is still unclear why (28) is nonetheless fine. It may be the case 
that the specific set of lexical items in this construction makes it easier for speakers to imag-
ine a context where the wh-clause is presupposed, perhaps because deer hunting is a relevant 
cultural activity among the yucatec Maya.
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Before I present the evidence that indicates that regular focus con-
structions are not clefts I present my assumptions regarding the structure 
of both regular cleft constructions and wh-cleft constructions. I assume 
that both kinds of cleft construction are copular constructions. Follow-
ing the analysis of yucatec copular constructions in Armstrong (2010), 
I adopt an analysis where these constructions correspond to a Predica-
tive Phrase (PredP). Just as in Armstrong’s analysis, I assume that PredP 
projects its specifier to the right. I further assume that the focus XP of 
the cleft construction is externally merged (i.e. base-generated) in this 
specifier position, and that the headless relative is the complement of the 
head Pred. More importantly, I also assume that there is a functional pro-
jection above the PredP, which I provisionally assume to be the A/M-P 
of (6). The resulting structure (before any movement has taken place) is 
illustrated below.

(29) A/M-P

 Spec A/M’

 A Pred-P

 Ø Pred’ XP
   [focus]
 Pred
 [headless relative]
 Ø
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For both kinds of clefts, the extra-functional layer in the structure proposed 
above allows for a straightforward analysis where, in the unmarked word 
order focus-[extra-focal clause], the constituent that is in the specifier position 
of PredP moves and internally merges as the specifier of A/M-P, as in (13–
14) and (18–20). In the case of reversed cleft constructions and reversed wh-
cleft constructions, I simply assume that there is no movement of the focused 
XP. Since this XP is base-generated in the specifier position of PredP, this 
automatically results in the reversed order [extra-focal clause]-focus observed 
in (24–25) and (28), where the focus is to the right of the extra focal clause.

There is actually an alternative way to derive the [extra-focal clause]-
focus word order.13 This word order can also be derived in an analysis 
where first the focus moves from [Spec, Pred] to [Spec, A/M], and then 
the extra-focal clause moves to a dislocated/left peripheral topic position 
higher than A/M-P.14 This analysis provides a unified position for focus 
constituents ([Spec, A/M]), and might also account (in the absence of 
another deictic clitic) for the presence of the topic marker -e’ in the right 
edge of the extra-focal clause in (24) and (28). However, this alternative 
analysis is a case of string-vacuous movement. As such, in the absence of 
further evidence of this string-vacuous movement, I do not adopt this 
analysis in what follows, and instead I adopt the simpler analysis laid out 
above, where the extra-focal clause always remains in its base-generated 
position, and where the word order differences observed depend exclu-
sively on whether the focused XP moves to [Spec, A/M] or not.

13 I am thankful to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this alternative to me. 
14 In Gutiérrez-Bravo (2011) it is argued that in yucatec this position corresponds to 

[Spec, C].
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4. Focus constructions are not cleft constructions

4.1. Agent focus

As mentioned in §2.2, when the focus is a transitive subject, a special 
form of the verb is observed. In (30) and (31) focus on the transitive 
subject triggers agent focus, which, as mentioned, in yucatec is basically 
characterized by the absence of both an auxiliary and the ergative pro-
clitic cross-referencing the subject.

(30) Leti’ kíin-s-ej-ø.
 3.sg die.af-caus-irr-abs.3sg
 ‘He killed him.’ (mdg-b: 26)

(31) Teen kon-ik-ø.
 1.sg sell.af-ind-abs.3sg
 ‘I am selling him (i.e. my son).’ (mtk: 122)

This same property is observed in cleft constructions, as illustrated 
by the following examples, where it can be seen that there is no auxilia-
ry or ergative proclitic to the right of the demonstrative le. Observe that 
it is possible to tell that (33) is an agent focus construction (where the 
-ej suffix has been dropped) because it is a morphologically transitive 
verb form, as evidenced by the presence of the present perfect suffix -m, 
which only appears in transitive constructions (see Bricker et al. 1998).
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(32) Pues leti’ [le il-ik-ø le necesidad ti’ ich
 since 3.sg  dem see.af-ind-abs.3sg dem needs prep in
 naj=o’].
 house=cl
 ‘Since it is her that looks after what’s necessary in the house.’ (mdg-b: 189)

(33) Leti’ [le loj-m-il-ø le lu’um=a’ yéetel 
 3.sg  dem redeem.af-pp-foc-abs.3sg dem earth=cl with 
 u ki’ilich k’i’ik’-el].
 erg.3 holy blood-inal
 ‘It was him who redeemed this earth with his holy blood.’ (mdg-b: 275)

But in contrast with regular focus constructions, the agent focus form of 
the verb is not obligatory in cleft constructions when the focus is a transi-
tive subject. Examples where cleft constructions do not show agent focus are 
readily found in texts, and in fact the absence of agent focus is also observed 
in the examples of cleft constructions presented in the elicited data in Ver-
hoeven & Skopeteas (2015), of which (36) is an illustrative example.15

15 As pointed out to me by a reviewer, the fact that agent focus is not obligatory in cleft 
constructions further has an effect on the mood morphology observed on the verb of the 
extra-focal clause. Specifically, mood morphology in yucatec agent focus constructions is 
reduced to the suffixes -ik for indicative and -ej for perfective, as is well known. In contrast, 
the verb of the extra-focal clause can (in principle) show the full range of mood suffixes (like 
any other clause in the language), which includes the perfective suffix -aj in (36), also poten-
tially available but optionally deleted in (34) and (35). As discussed immediately below, this 
is a direct consequence of the fact that agent focus morphology is not obligatory in yucatec 
relative clauses where the agent is relativized.
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(34) Teech le t-a tóok-en=e’.
 2.sg dem cp-erg.2 burn-abs.1sg=cl
 ‘It was you that burned me!’ (mtk: 23)

(35) Teech [le t-a tus-en=e’]. 
 2.sg  dem cp-erg.2 lie-abs.1sg=cl
 ‘It was you that tricked me!’ (mtk: 24)

(36) Peedróoh [le t-u jaan-t-aj-ø oon=e’]
 Pedro  dem cp-erg.3 eat-trns-prf-abs.3sg avocado=cl
 ‘It is Pedro who ate avocado.’ (Verhoeven & Skopeteas 2015: 10)

This difference is straightforwardly accounted for in the analysis 
where regular focus constructions are monoclausal, in contrast with true 
cleft constructions, which are biclausal. This is because the extra-focal 
clause of cleft constructions is a headless relative, and relativization of 
a transitive subject can, but need not trigger agent focus in yucatec, as 
has been observed in Bricker (1979) and Gutiérrez-Bravo & Monforte 
(2011), and experimentally confirmed in Norcliffe & Jaeger (2016). This 
is illustrated in the following example where the transitive subject of the 
relative clause (i.e. ‘a huaya tree’) has been relativized, but the main verb 
of the relative clause does not show agent focus, as is apparent because 
of the presence of both the habitual auxiliary and the ergative proclitic. 
Example (8) above also shows this property.
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(37) … u pak’-m-aj-ø [DP jun túul wayúum
  erg.3 plant-pp-prf-abs.3sg one clas huaya.tree
 [RC k-u ts’a-ik-ø u y-ich
  hab-erg.3 give-ind-abs.3sg erg.3 ep-fruit
 láaj ja’ab]].
 all year
 ‘She had planted a huaya tree [that bore fruit all year long].’ (gp-Xotzilil)

4.2. Inversion

In the description of wh-cleft constructions in the previous section it was 
already mentioned that they can show inversion, which results in a reversed 
wh-cleft construction. Regular cleft constructions can also undergo inver-
sion, as observed in Verhoeven & Skopeteas (2015), and so inversion can 
be taken to be a general property of cleft constructions in yucatec. Exam-
ples of both kinds of reversed cleft constructions are provided below.16

(38) Ba’ale’ [le k-a w-a’al-ik-ø ko’olel=o’]
 but dem hab-erg.2 ep-say-ind-abs.3sg woman=cl
 X-táabay.
 X-táabay
 ‘What you thought was a woman was actually the X-táabay.’ (Sán  chez: 

62)

16 Since English it-clefts do not show inversion, the free translations of all of these exam-
ples are pseudo-clefts.
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(39) [Le ba’ax t-a yáax il-aj-ø k-a 
 dem what cp-erg.2 first see-prf-abs.3sg hab-erg.2
 w-a’al-ik-ø=o’] J-wa’apáach’.
 ep-say-ind-abs.3sg=cl masc-giant
 ‘What you are saying that you saw first was the giant.’ (Sánchez 2007: 62)

(40) [Ba’ax k-in w-ojel-ø xan]=e’ leti’ le
 What hab-erg.1sg ep-know also=cl 3.sg dem
 Wáay Wakax=o’.
 Way Wakax=cl
 ‘What I do also know about is about him, Way Wakax.’ (mtk: 39)

In contrast, inversion in regular focus constructions is robustly 
un gram matical.

(41) a. Leti’ kíin-s-ej-ø.
  3.sg die.af-caus-irr-abs.3sg
  ‘He killed him.’

 b. *Kíin-s-ej-ø leti’.
  die.af-caus-irr-abs.3sg 3.sg

It could be argued that the ungrammaticality of (41b) might be inde-
pendently accounted for if verbs showing agent focus morphology require 
(for some reason) the focus to appear immediately to their left. However, 
this possibility is hard to reconcile with the data in (32) and (33), where 
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the extra-focal clause equally shows agent focus morphology, but the ele-
ment to its left is not the focus but the demonstrative determiner le.17

4.3. Negative pronouns

The third piece of evidence that regular focus constructions are not cleft 
constructions comes from negative pronouns. yucatec is a negative con-
cord language where negative pronouns can appear in the post-verbal 
field in which case they need to be licensed by one of various forms of 
sentential negation (see Gutiérrez-Bravo 2015a).

(42) a. Ma’ u y-úuch-ul mixba’al ti’-ob.
  neg erg.3 ep-happen-ind nothing prep-abs.3sg
  ‘Nothing happens to them.’ (mdg-b: 15)

 b. Bejla’e’, ma’atech in jóok’-ol mixtu’ux.
  today neg erg.1sg go.out-ind nowhere
  ‘These days, I really do not go out anywhere.’ (mtk: 130)

17 In fact, in the analysis of cleft constructions adopted here, the focus in (32) and (33) is 
not even a constituent of the clause that contains the verb that shows agent focus mor phol-
o gy. The linear adjacency alternative would further be hard to reconcile with the fact that in 
gap relatives like the ones in (32) and (33), a null relative operator occupies the same position 
as overt relative pronouns (Gutiérrez-Bravo & Monforte 2011). What this means is that 
even if le was absent in these examples, in the syntactic representation there would still be no 
adjacency between the verb and the focus.
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Alternatively, these negative pronouns can appear in the preverbal 
position, as in (43) and (44), in which case no sentential negation is 
observed. There is some evidence that in these cases the fronted negative 
pronoun occupies the focus position since, as noted originally in Bricker 
(1979), when the negative pronoun corresponds to a transitive subject it 
triggers agent focus morphology on the verb, as in (44).

(43) Mixba’al úuch-a’an-ø ti’ u taanaj.
 nothing happened-part-abs.3sg prep erg.3 house
 ‘Nothing happened to her house.’ (gp-Si’ipil-56)

(44) Pues mixmáak a’al-ik-ø  to’on ka xook-n-ak-o’on.
 Since nobody say.af-ind-abs.3sg 1pl subj read-ap-irr-abs.1pl
 ‘Since No one told us that we should study.’ (mdg-b: 212)

As it happens, true cleft constructions are markedly different since 
they do not allow the focus to be a negative pronoun: this is in fact a 
common property of cleft constructions, since cleft constructions include 
an inherent presupposition of existence (Percus 1997; Geurts & Sandt 
2002; Abusch 2010) whereas ordinary focus constructions do not (see 
Hartmann & Veenstra 2013 for a survey). The following elicited mini-
mal pairs illustrate this.

(45) Mixmáak il-ik-ø.
 nobody see.af-ind-abs.3sg
 ‘no one sees it.’
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(46) *Mixmáak [le il-ik-ø=o’].
 nobody dem see.af-ind-abs.3sg=cl

(47) Mixba’al a w-ojel-ø.
 nothing erg.2 ep-know-abs.3sg
 ‘you know nothing.’

(48) *Mixba’al [le a w-ojel-ø=o’].
 nothing  dem erg.2 ep-know-abs.3sg=cl

It should be pointed out that in some cases speakers do accept con-
structions like the ungrammatical examples above. Example (49) is one 
such case, where “Mr. Nobody” means that the person under consider-
ation is an insignificant individual.

(49) Mixmáak [le k-u jóok’-ol=o’].
 nobody  dem erg.3 exit-ind=cl
 ‘Mr. Nobody was the one who left.’

However, it is clear that in this case mixmáak ‘nobody’ is not function-
ing as a negative pronoun: this is because, in contrast with true negative 
constructions, part of the meaning of (49) is clearly $x & exit' (x), i.e. 
the presupposition of existence mentioned above. Native speakers actu-
ally have very clear intuitions about this and have no problem pointing 
out that these constructions are not equivalent in meaning to construc-
tions with true negative pronouns like (45) and (47).
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4.4. Verb focus

The fourth and final piece of evidence that focus constructions are not 
cleft constructions comes from yucatec verb focus constructions. In 
verb focus constructions the focused verb also surfaces in the left edge 
of the inflectional layer of the clause, but in this case a light verb beet/
meen-t ‘do’ is inserted as the main verb of the construction (Bohneme-
yer 2002; Lehmann 2008; Sobrino 2010).

(50) Ichkíil t-u beet-aj-ø.
 bathe cp-erg.3 do-prf-abs.3sg
 ‘He took a bath.’

(51) Okol-bil u beet-ik-ø wal=e’.
 steal-grd erg.3 do-ind-abs.3sg perhaps=cl
 ‘Perhaps he used to steal it.’ (mtk: 137)

As discussed in detail in Gutiérrez-Bravo (2015b), in these construc-
tions the arguments of the focused verb (including the patient/direct 
object) show agreement with the light verb and not with the focused verb. 
This pattern is most clearly observed when the focused verb is a transitive 
verb. In this case, the focused verb appears in the morphological form 
resembling a gerund, and the patient of the transitive verb is expressed 
morphologically on the light verb, as in (51). This is not immediately 
obvious when the patient is 3rd person singular, as in (51) and (52), since 
the 3rd person singular absolutive suffix is –ø. However, this  property of 
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verb focus constructions becomes apparent when the patient corresponds 
to any other grammatical person, as shown in (53) and (54).

(52) Puts’-bil t-u beet-aj-ø u yatan. 
 elope.with-grd asp-erg.3 do-prf-abs.3sg his wife 
 ‘He eloped (with) his wife.’

(53) P’uch-bil a beet-ik-o’on, pul-bil a beet-ik-o’on.
 crush-grd erg.2 do-ind-abs.1pl throw-grd erg.2 do-ind-abs.1pl
 ‘you were hurting us, you were throwing us (around)!’ (mdg-b: 61)

(54) Wa t-in chukpaach-t-aj-ech=e’, ts’on-bil ken in 
 if cp-erg.1sg catch-trns-prf-abs.2sg=cl shoot-grd pros erg.1sg
 beet-ech. 
 do-abs.2sg
 ‘If I catch you I’m going to shoot you.’ (Sánchez: 35)

The patient expressed morphologically on the light verb is a full syn-
tactic direct object, as can be observed in the fact that it surfaces as a 
subject if the light verb is passivized, in which case it is expressed by an 
ergative pronoun in constructions with a nom-acc alignment (indica-
tive mood) or with an absolutive suffix in constructions with an erg-abs 
alignment (perfective and irrealis mood).

(55) Ba’axe’ chéen tus-bil a beet-a’a-l=e’.
 but only lie-grd erg.2 do-pass-ind=cl
 ‘you are only being lied to.’ (mdg-b: 64)
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(56) Ts’on-bil xan meen-t-a’ab-ij.
 shoot-grd also do-trns-pass.cp-abs.3sg
 ‘They too were shot.’ (mdg-b: 19)

Now, the relevant point for our discussion is that it is not possible 
in yucatec to construct cleft constructions equivalent to the verb focus 
constructions illustrated so far. This is shown in the following elicit-
ed examples where the extra-focal clause after the focused verb is no 
 different from the headless relatives characteristic of other kinds of cleft 
constructions.

(57) P’uch-bil a beet-ik-o’on. 
 crush-grd erg.2 do-ind-abs.1pl
 ‘you were hurting us.’

(58) *P’uch-bil [le a beet-ik-o’on=o’]. 
 crush-grd  dem erg.2 do-ind-abs.1pl=cl

(59) K’ax-bil u beet-ik-e’ex.
 tie.up-grd erg.3 do-ind-abs.2pl
 ‘He was tying you all up.’

(60) *K’ax-bil [le u beet-ik-e’ex=o’].
 tie.up-grd  dem erg.3 do-ind-abs.2pl=cl

It might be argued that constructions like (58) and (60) could be 
independently ungrammatical because of some semantic restriction 
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against having the extra-focal clause introduced by a determiner in cleft 
constructions when the focus is a verb. However, this alternative analy-
sis would find it hard to explain why such a semantic restriction is not 
present in languages like Spanish, which do allow the extra-focal clause 
of verb cleft constructions to be introduced by a determiner, as shown 
in the examples below.

(61) a. [Lo que yo quiero] es nadar.
  det.neut that 1.sg want.pres.1sg be.pres.3sg swim
  ‘What I want is to swim.’

 b. [Lo que tú necesitabas] era dormir.
  det.neut that 2.sg need.imprf.2sg be.imprf.3sg sleep
  ‘What you needed was to sleep.’

Furthermore, in the analysis I have adopted here there is a straight-
forward way to understand the ungrammaticality of (58) and (60). In 
regular verb focus constructions, the semantic patient of the focused 
verb is not morphologically realized on the focused verb itself, but it 
is nonetheless realized in the same clause. In contrast, in the biclaus-
al analysis of cleft constructions I have defended here, the patient is 
realized inside the extra-focal clause, but the focused verb in (58) and 
(60) is not a part of this clause to begin with. Although it is beyond 
the scope of this paper to provide a detailed analysis of the specific 
locality conditions that disallow cleft constructions where the verb is 
the focus, the relevant point is that once more we observe a specific 
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 difference between regular focus constructions and cleft constructions, 
which supports the conclusion that both constructions are distinct in 
yucatec, and hence that regular focus constructions are not cleft con-
structions.

5. Conclusions

In this paper I have addressed the ongoing debate in Mayan linguis-
tics regarding whether or not focus constructions in yucatec Maya are 
regular, monoclausal focus constructions or cleft constructions. I have 
provided four new types of evidence that focus constructions are not 
cleft constructions. Specifically, I have presented evidence that focus 
constructions differ from true cleft constructions with respect to four 
properties: (i) the obligatory nature of agent focus morphology; (ii) the 
possibility of inversion; (iii) the possibility of having a negative pro-
noun as the focus, and (iv) the possibility of having verb focus construc-
tions. Along with the diagnostics originally identified in Verhoeven & 
Skopeteas (2015), the ones I have proposed here add up to constitute 
a considerable battery of tests that can in principle be applied to focus 
constructions in other Mayan languages, in order to determine whether 
they constitute ordinary monoclausal focus constructions or cleft cons-
tructions.
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Abbreviations

Sources

CEH - Ceh Moo, Marisol. 2011. T’ambilak men tunk’ulilo’ob. Méxi-
co City: Conaculta.

GP - Góngora Pacheco, María Luisa. 1990. U tzikbalilo’ob 
Oxkutzcaab yeetel Mani. Mérida: Dirección General de Cul-
turas Populares.

abs absolutive
af agent focus
ap antipassive
aux auxiliary
caus causative
cit reportative
cl clitic
clas classifier
comp compulsive
cp completive
des desiderative
dem demonstrative
dur durative
ep epenthesis
erg ergative

ex existential
fem feminine
foc focus
grd gerund
hab habitual
imprf imperfect
inal inalienable
ind indicative
intrns intransitive
irr irrealis
masc masculine
neg negation
neut neuter
nex negative
 existential

part participle
pass passive
pl plural
pp present perfect
prep preposition
pres present
prf perfect
pros prospective
pst past
sg singular
subj subjunctive
top topic
trm terminative
trns transitive
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Mérida: Instituto de Cultura de yucatán.
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go. 2010. Narraciones mayas. Mexico City: Instituto  Nacional 
de Lenguas Indígenas.

MTK - Can, César & Gutiérrez-Bravo, Rodrigo. 2016. Maayáaj 
tsikbalilo’ob Kaampech. Mexico City: Instituto Nacional de 
Lenguas Indígenas.
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